
Notes
* This is the front and back outside cover with a zero-width spine intended for 
saddlestitching.
* Front cover needs: title, names of team members, illustration and design.
* Back cover needs a blurb (short catchy description), and all the lovely design 
you can bring.
* Use 5mm bleed wherever colour touches the edge of the page.
* Don’t end colours or patterns sharply at the spine; wrap them across the 
spine. This allows for inaccurate spine folds at the printer.
* The Book Dash logo and barcode space are on a locked layer and must stay 
where they are. We’ll add the barcode later.
* Put all elements common to any language version (pictures and design 
elements) on the ‘Common’ layer.
* Put all English text on the ‘English’ layer.
* Each new language on a new layer named for that language.
* All text must be black or shades of black. (Allows for black-plate changes in 
large multilingual print runs.)
* Leave notes like this for others who work here after you.
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Every child should own a hundred books by the age of five. To that end, Book Dash gathers creative professionals 

who volunteer to create new, African storybooks that anyone can freely translate and distribute. To find out more, 

and to download beautiful, print-ready books, visit bookdash.org.
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Nandi sat on 
the blue steps of her house. 



She was wondering...



What if jelly beans made you jump 
really high? 

You could get to school 
in one big leap!



What if goats and chickens could talk?

Would they tell good jokes?



What if houses were rocket ships?  

Your family could go on holidays  
to the moon!



What if no one had to cook? 

What if supper just arrived on the table?
(And it was always your favourite.)



What if ice-lollies never melted? 

They could last all summer. 



What if the 
pictures in 
books flew 

around your 
head when 

Dad read to 
you?



What if my pink gumboots were magical? 

I could run faster than my big brother!



What if you squeezed 
your eyes shut and...



“Nandi, what are you doing?” 
asked Nandi’s big brother. 

Nandi sat back on the step with a 
big smile on her face. 



“Just wondering,” she said.
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